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About this training
This training guide is written to accompany the ‘Getting Start with: Kallidus Learn’ administrator training
course. This training guide is not a comprehensive summary of features and functions available in Kallidus
Learn.
To find out more about additional features and functionality take a look at the Super User Guides (p121).

Who is this training for?
This introductory course will cover everything you need to know to get started with Kallidus Learn. It’s aimed at
new administrators joining the L&D team, so if you’ve been working with the LMS for some time then it’s likely
you’ll be familiar with some of the content. That’s not to say you shouldn’t come along though! We’ve found
that even experienced administrators have learnt something new.

Course objectives:
By the end of this training, you will:
•

Have experienced the core functionality available in Learn

•

Be able to create and deploy different Lesson types

•

Be able to manage classroom training activity

•

Know the key configuration requirements for Learn

Prerequisite to attending this course
Before joining us for training, we ask that all attendees complete a short eLearning course. It’s called ‘The Big
Picture’ and it describes the key concepts and essential knowledge you’ll need to become an expert Learn
administrator.
View the Big Picture eLearning in the Help Centre.

Extended access to the training site
We know that practicing and repeating tasks is essential for attendees to consolidate learning. That’s why
every training group retains access to the training site for 3 weeks after training. Please feel free to use this
time to practice and repeat exercises, and to explore other areas of Learn.
Make a note of your login credentials here:
Site URL

Training .kallidus-suite.com

Username
Password

Training!

Date site access ends
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The Big Picture
The ‘Learn Big Picture’ eLearning describes the essential knowledge every Learn administrator must have . All
the essential know-how of Learn admin has been condensed and animated by our award-winning content
team. A brand-new set of training, perfect for anyone new to Learn or who simply wants a refresher. We’ll get
you sorted in no time.
View the Big Picture eLearning in the Help Centre

People: Adding and Managing Users
How are Users are added and managed in Learn? This eLearning describes how to manage permanent and
temporary members of staff such as contractors, seasonal staff and volunteers.
View the ‘Big Picture: People’ eLearning in the Help Centre

Summary of key learning points:
•

Most Users are automatically added by the People Data Feed

•

Manually added users may need to sign in, employees may be SSO

•

Feed runs every night to add new, and update existing user info

•

Profiles contain mandatory information

•

Users in Learn who do not appear in the Data Feed are unenabled

•

Manually added Users can be protected by the People Data Feed
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People data Feed
The People Data Feed links the employee information in your HR system with Learn. The feed runs every night
to:
•

add new employees to Learn

•

update individual User profiles with new or changed information

•

unenable leavers

KIP – Kallidus Identity Provider
Users log into Learn through KIP. Login credentials must match those held in the Learn in order that a learner
gains access. Login credentials are defined in the People Data Feed.
If Single Sign On (SSO) is configured, Users will be authenticated once they join the company network, and no
login credentials will be required. However manually added Users (for example Contractors, Seasonal Staff and
volunteers) may still need to login manually via KIP.

Manually adding Users
Some employees may need to access to Learn before they are added to the People Data Feed. Or in the
example of seasonal workers and contractors, they may never be added to the People Data Feed. In this
scenario, Users can be manually added to Learn. See how to prevent the Automated People Data feed from
unenabling Manually added Users (p23).
View the ‘Manually import and manage User accounts’ page in the Help Centre to find out more about adding
Users to Learn via a spreadsheet import.
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Data: using and maintaining data
Accurate and up to date data is crucial to the smooth running of Learn. In this short eLearning, you’ll see how
data is managed and maintained, and how it can be used to automate key processes in Learn.
View the ‘Big Picture: Data’ eLearning in the Help Centre

Summary of key learning points:
•

User profiles can include up to 20 User information Fields (UIF)

•

UIF can be used to automatically assign training

•

Training records are exported overnight into the reporting database

•

Standard reports can be scheduled and filtered by UIF

•

People Data must be accurate and up to date!

•

Start with the end in mind

User credentials and User Information fields
User credentials are the basic information the LMS requires to function. User information fields are unique to
your organisation and form the basis for Grouping Users, and reporting. Record information in every Users
profile about where they work, what they do, any specialisms.
User information Fields can form the basis for Group Rules (p30) through which Users can be automatically
added to Groups, and therefore be assigned any Courses assigned to that Group. Up to 20 User information
fields are available.
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Assigning training: mandatory and optional learning
How can you ensure that all learners get the training they need, when you may have hundreds or many
thousands of employees? This animation describes how to seamlessly deliver the right training, to the right
people.
View the ‘Big Picture: Assigning Training’ eLearning in the Help Centre.

Summary of key learning points:
•

Users are organised into Groups based on who, what, where

•

Users are members of multiple Groups

•

A Course assigned directly to a Group or User is mandatory

•

A Course can be assigned to both Groups and to Users

•

Optional Courses are added to Catalogues, in turn deployed to Groups

•

Users may see many Catalogues

•

Users are added to Groups by: People Data feed, Group Rules, manually

Assign mandatory training
A course is mandatory when:
•

It is assigned directly to a Group

•

It is assigned directly to a User
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The course will appear in ‘Courses I have to do’ and remain there until all Lessons assigned to the Course have a
status of ‘Complete’.
Any Course assigned to a User in this way will appear in the manager’s dashboard, in order that the manager
can monitor their team members’ progress towards completing mandatory learning.
Note: Courses assigned directly to individual Users are mandatory for that User.
See the ‘Assign mandatory training to a Group’ section (p35) for more information.

Assign optional training
A course is optional when a User selects the Course from a Catalogue.
When Catalogues are assigned to a Group, any member of that Group can browse and select Courses from the
Catalogue. Courses chosen from a Catalogue appear in ‘Courses I’ve chosen to do’ and will remain there until
all Lessons assigned to the Course have a status of ‘Complete’, or until the User chooses to remove the Course.
Note: Catalogues can also be assigned directly to Users.
See the ‘Assign optional training to a Group’ section (p36) for more information.
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Courses: build and curate learning
See how to build the perfect learning experience using a range of Lesson types and learning options. We’ll also
take a look at how to organise optional learning to inspire and engage your employees.
View the ‘Big Picture: Courses’ eLearning in the Help Centre

Summary of key learning points:
•

Lessons are the actual learning

•

Courses can include a blend of:
o

learning options

o

observed competency

o

repeat learning

•

Users can search for Courses by title, duration, subject area

•

Catalogues are used to present learning on a variety of subjects, to engage and inspire

•

Catalogues should include Courses on a range of subjects

Catalogues
Catalogues are the means through which optional training is shared with Users. Any number of Courses can be
assigned to a Catalogue, which is in turn assigned directly either to individual Users, or to Groups of Users. See
the Catalogues section (p38) for more information.

Courses
A Course contains Lessons. A course can contain any number of lessons, of any type. See the ’Courses’ section
(p46) for more information.
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Lessons
Lessons represent the actual learning available to Users. There are 6 Lesson Types in Learn (including
Competency Checks). See the Lessons section (p63) for more information.

Events
Events define the actual date and time at which an instructor-led Lesson will take place. See the Events section
(p92) for more information.
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The student view
Home
The User homepage displays exactly what courses the individual needs to complete but also any classroom
bookings, total hours of learning completed and any top-rated courses.

My Courses
Users can simply click through to see what courses they need to complete. Users will receive automated
notifications of approaching course deadlines. A Summary of mandatory learning (Courses I have to do),
optional learning (Courses I have chosen to do) and completed learning (Courses I’ve done).
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All Courses
All optional Courses available to the learner can be browsed here. Find content using a freetext search or limit
the list of Courses by Course Category or duration. If learners are just browsing, that’s where the Catalogues
come in:

Add my Learning
Users can log informal learning activities – we take the view that if someone wants to record a valuable hour
spent shadowing a more experienced colleague then they ought to be able to add it to their personal learning
and development record.
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The Manager view
Managers have the same User homepage, with the addition of the ‘My Team’ summary. This gives Managers
an ‘at a glance’ view of their teams progress, for example, forthcoming event bookings and cumulative learning
hours logged.

My Team
Managers can quickly see the individual learning status of each team member, including the exact courses in
their learning plans, completed learning and any additional learning added:
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The Administration view
Kallidus Learn Administrators can access the Administration interface by clicking their initials (or their profile
picture) in the top right of the screen:

Note: This option is only available to Administrators. All other Users will see only the ‘My details’ and ‘Log out’
options.
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Administration home
All Administrator actions are accessed through the Administration home page. Users may see different options
depending on the permissions assigned to their LMS role.
For more information, search the Help Centre for the LMS Roles and Responsibilities step-by-step guide.
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Navigating the admin side
There are three main ways to move quickly and efficiently around Learn. Each is described below.

Global navigation
To move between system areas, use the global navigation – this is always visible, enabling administrators to
move quickly from one part of Learn to another:

Breadcrumb
The breadcrumb shows the path from ‘Home’ to the current page. Click anywhere in the breadcrumb to move
to that location:

Quicklinks
Quicklinks enable an administrator to move directly between assignments. For example, when viewing the
Groups to which a Course is assigned, an administrator can click the link to move directly to an assigned Group:
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Users
All Users are assigned an LMS role which determines their level of access to the LMS. There are 6 standard LMS
roles which can be copied and modified. New roles can also be created from scratch.
The 6 default roles are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Student
Manager
Tutor
Manager/Tutor
Training coordinator
LMS administrator

When accessing the administration area of Learn, a User will see only the areas their LMS role permits. For
example, System Configuration, Groups, Users or other sections may be hidden from view.
Where an area of the LMS is accessible to a User, their role may further restrict the options available within
that section. For example, a User may be able to view Course properties, but not make any changes.
Users can also be given additional responsibilities to manage specific Users, Groups, Courses, and Events in the
LMS. For example, junior administrator may be responsible for a specific Event only, or a trainer may be given
access to mark attendance for a training session.
For more information about Users, search the Help Centre for LMS Roles and Responsibilities.

View and edit a Users’ profile
1.

Find a specific User account. Navigate to ‘User’. Use the search criteria and click ‘Apply’ to filter the list of
Users. The ‘Limit to’ list contains options to filter results by the default fields for Users (First name, Last
name etc) as well as the unique User Information fields:

2.

Open and view a profile. Click a User’s name to view their profile. The resulting screen shows the ‘Details’
page of the Users’ profile. See ‘The User administration menu section (p22) for a description of the
available settings. Remember that the People Data Feed from an HR system (or other data Source) is the
source of truth. Changes made to a User’s profile in Learn may be overwritten by information contained in
the data feed. If a Users’ details are out of date, make the change in the HR system – next time the data
feed runs it will update the information in the users’ profile.
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Impersonate a User
When troubleshooting, it can be useful to view Learn from the perspective of a specific User. This can be
achieved using the ‘impersonate’ feature.
To impersonate a User:
• You must already have permission to administer the user you would like to impersonate
• Your LMS Role must have equivalent or greater permissions than the user you wish to impersonate
• Your LMS role has the correct ACL permissions assigned (contact the Support team for advice / guidance)
To impersonate a User, navigate to any user profile. Select ‘Impersonate user’ on the ‘User details’ page:

A yellow banner will appear at the top of the screen to indicate that impersonation is underway. All functions
of Learn will behave exactly as if you are the impersonated User, so take care not to click any links or begin any
Courses as this will appear to the User when they next log in.
Click the ‘Exit Impersonation’ button to end impersonation and return you to your logged in profile.

All actions performed while impersonating are recorded in the audit log with reference to the administrator,
not the impersonated User.
While impersonating a User, the ability to change First Name, Last Name, Email Address and Password via the
‘My details’ page will not be available.
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The User Administration menu
When first viewing a Users’ profile, the ‘Details section’ will be selected by default. The table below describes
further options available.
Details

Summary details of the Users role and permissions in Learn

Information

Information about the User, including the 20 User information fields populated by the
People Data Feed.

Group: member

View and edit the Groups of which the selected User is a member. The Users Primary
Group is greyed out. This can be changed in the ‘Details’ section of a Users’ profile.
Users cannot be removed from the ‘All Users’ Group

Catalogue

View and edit the Catalogues assigned to the selected User.

Course: enrolled

View and edit the current Course assignments for the selected User.

Add my learning

Administrators can record learning achieved by a User outside of Learn Users can select
‘Add my learning’ from Learn Home to do the same.

Results

View detailed results for any Courses assigned to, or completed by, the selected User

Job profile

Assign a Job Profile to the selected User. This can be used to deploying training and for
reporting

Accreditation

View and edit Accreditation assignments for the selected User

CPD programmes

View and edit CPD programme assignments for the selected User

Book Event

Book instructor-led training (p103) for the selected User. Through this method, Users
can be booked onto multiple Events at one time.

Report

HTML reports can be found throughout Learn. Unlike Business Objects reports, HTML
reports are real-time although they cannot be customised or scheduled.
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Manage manually added Users
Learners can be added manually to Learn, either individually or via bulk import. This may be necessary to allow
for example, contractors, temporary workers and seasonal staff, to access content in Learn. For more
information about manually adding Users to Learn, view the ‘Manually Import and manage user accounts’
article in the Help Centre.
However, when a User is added manually to Learn, there will be no matching profile in the HR system (or other
data source), as would be the case for all automatically added Users. Where this is the case, Learn will assume
the User is a leaver – and therefore excluded from the People Data Feed - and the profile in Learn will be
unenabled.
To prevent this from happening, manually added Users must be added to a Group with the Category of
‘Manually Maintained Users’. Members of a Group with this category will be ignored by the People Data Feed
and can, therefore, continue to access Learn even if they are not part of the People Data Feed from the HR
system.
A user need only be in one group with the category of Manually Maintained Users’ group, in order that their
profile will remain active. A user may be a member of any other group – regardless of the category of that
group.
To select a Group category, open a Group and make a selection from the ‘Group category’ drop-down menu
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Change a User’s Password
In some circumstances it may be necessary to change a User’s password manually (the ‘forgot password’ link
can also be added to the log in screen. If this is not visible, contact Support for more information).
1.

Open the personal details for a User. Navigate to a User’s profile and select ‘Edit’:

2.

Specify the new password. Select ‘Change’ next to the password. Enter and confirm the new Password.
Note: Password complexity is determined by your organisation when the Learn is first configured. Contact
support to make changes if required.
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Unlock a User’s account
A Users account will be locked out if they enter the incorrect password times. Follow the steps below to unlock
an account.
1.

Open the personal details for a User. Navigate to a User’s profile and select ‘Edit’:

2.

Unlock the account. Select Unlock, then save changes. The User can now attempt to log in again.
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Groups
Groups are fundamental to the smooth operation of Learn. They are used to deploy training to Users in bulk
and to specify line management hierarchy.
Course assigned directly to a Group becomes mandatory for all group members (the training will appear in
‘Courses I have to do’). A Course assigned to a Catalogue which is in turn assigned to a Group, becomes
optional for all Group members.

Groups can either be created automatically via the People data feed, or created manually by a Learn
Administrator (manually created Groups are often used in conjunction with Group Rules, p36).
•

All Users are automatically added to the ‘All users’ Group, from which they cannot be removed

•

Users are typically members of multiple Groups

•

Users are assigned a Primary Group (p30) This determines line management responsibility.

Groups typically represent units/departments within an organisation. For example, a ‘Sales’ group might contain
all sales staff, and a ‘London office’ group might contain all staff at the London office. Groups can also link Users
who are otherwise unconnected but share a common attribute. For example:
•

A ‘New starters’ or ‘onboarding’ group might contain all staff that have recently joined the company

•

A ‘First aiders’ group might contain first aiders from all over the organisation

•

A ‘Fire wardens’ group might contain Fire wardens from all over the organisation
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Create a new Group
Many Groups are created automatically by the People data feed, for example Primary Groups. However, in
some circumstances it will be necessary to create a Group manually.
1.

Create a Group. Navigate to ‘Group’ to view the Group list. Click ‘New’ to create a new Group:

2.

Specify the mandatory fields for the Group. Add a unique Code for the Group. This code is not visible to
learners but is used by administrators to identify the Group. Add a Title for the Group. This will be visible
to Users, so consider how the title will appear to the User and in reports. In both cases, remember to apply
the convention your organisation has defined.

3.

Save the new Group. Click ‘Submit’ to save the details of the new Group.
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Optional settings
The previous steps include all the mandatory fields required to create a Group. The below table describes the
optional settings.
Description

Add additional information about the Group. Visible to Administrators only

Group Category

Categories are filters, which Users and Administrators can apply to narrow search
criteria and find Groups of a specific type. Select the Category ‘Manually Maintained
Users’ (p23) if it is required that the status of Group members (enable / not enabled) is
not updated through an automated people data import (for example if the group
contains test accounts, Contractors or temporary staff)
Categories are defined by selecting ‘Edit’ next to the Category drop-down menu above
the Group list

Manager

The Group Manager will become the manager of all Users for whom this is their primary
Group. See the Primary Groups section (p30) for more information.

Active theme

The Theme can be used to determine the language settings. Only applicable where
Language packs have been purchased.

The Groups Administration menu
Details

Summary details of the Group

Custom fields

Create your own Custom fields to record additional information about Groups in
Kallidus Learn. All custom fields can be included in reports. Custom fields are only
visible in the Administration user interface.

Members

View and edit User assignments to this Group (p29).

Administrators

Assign Users as Administrators for this Group. Only Users with the appropriate
permissions can be selected.

Group

Create a Group Hierarchy for Training deployment and reporting. Training assigned to
the Parent group will be cascaded to the Child Group(s)

Accreditation

View and edit Accreditation assignments for the selected User

Catalogue

Assign a Catalogue to this Group (p41). Group members can browse and select Courses
from the Catalogue.

Course

Assign a Course(s) to this Group (p35). This course will then be mandatory for any Users
in that Group and the Course will appear in their ‘Courses I have to do’ section.

Rules

Configure Rules to automatically add members to the selected Group (p30).

Send email

Send emails to all members of a Group. Available to Administrators and Group
Administrators only.

Report

HTML reports can be found throughout Learn. Unlike Business Objects reports, HTML
reports are real-time although they cannot be customised or scheduled.
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Manually add Users to a Group
Users can be manually added to a Group by following the steps below (Users can be automatically added to
Groups using Group Rules (p36).
1

Select a Group. Navigate to ‘Group’. Browse the list of Groups and select the Group to which new
members are to be added (use the Group Category drop-down to reduce the list of Groups and simplify
selection).

2

Select the individual users to add to the Group. Select ‘Members’ from the Group Administration menu.
The default view shows ‘Current’ assigned members. Alternatively, select ‘All’ to view all Users in Learn, or
filter the list by a number or letter. Check the box next to a User to add the profile to the Group:

3

Save the changes. Click ‘Submit’ to save the changes.
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Group Rules: Automatically add Users to Groups
Group Rules can be used to automatically add Users to a Group when a predefined condition(s) is met. Users
will then receive any assignments that belong to the Group, including Courses, Accreditations, Catalogues and
CPD periods.
•

Rules are applied overnight to all groups in Learn

•

Rules can be associated with any Group (except the ‘All users’ group)

•

Rules can comprise one or more conditions (‘And’ and ‘Or’ conditions)

•

All conditions in a rule must be met for a user to be added to the group

Create a Group Rule
This step-by-step uses the example of a rule to add Users to an induction Group based on their start date.
1

Select a Group. Navigate to ‘Group’. Browse the list of Groups and select the Group to which new
members are to be added (use the Group Category drop-down to reduce the list of Groups and simplify
selection). Click the Group name to view it’s properties:

2

Add properties for the new rule. Select ‘Rules’ from the Group administration menu, and then ‘New’ to
add a new rule. Enter a unique code and a Title for the rule. If the rule is to be active immediately, select
the checkbox ‘Rule is enabled’. If the rule, and therefore membership of the Group, is to be refreshed
every night then select the checkbox ‘Remove all members….’. This ensure that Users are removed from
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the group if they no longer match the group rule:

3

Add a new rule definition. Construct a rule using the fields available in the ‘Data field’, ‘Operator’, and
‘Value’ menus. Options available in the ‘Operator’ and ‘Value’ menu will vary depending on the data field
selected (more information on the available fields follows this step-by-step guide). In this example, the
Rule is configured to add Users to the Group if their start date is on or after 01/07/2020:

Note: the rule will already contain a definition (User Availability matches true). This rule specifies that the
rule will apply to enabled Users only. If not required, this rule can be deleted.
4

Save the changes. Click ‘Add’ to add the rule to the Group. Then click ‘Submit’ to save all changes to the
rule. Note: the condition is saved only when ‘Submit’ is clicked. This step can be easily missed so take care
to ensure this step is followed.
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Constructing a condition
Each condition consists of a Data field, an Operator and a Value. For example, “LMS Role matches Student”, or
“Start Date on or after 01/07/2020”. Use the fields to define the rule as follows:
Data field: Select a field from the list. Frequently used user information fields are available along with any
custom user information fields defined in Learn (see the System configuration/User Information administration
page for details). Frequently used job profile and group fields are also available along with any associated
custom fields.
Operator: depending on the data field selected, some or all, of the following comparisons will be available:
•

matches

•

does not match

•

contains (for text fields)

•

is less than (for numeric fields)

•

is greater than (for numeric fields)

•

is on or before (for date fields)

•

is on or after (for date fields)

Value: the method of entering a value to compare depends on the type of data field selected. Type a value in
the box, or select the value from a list, calendar, or pop-up selection window.
Tip: For the “contains” operator, the characters % and _ act as wildcards within Value. The “%” character
represents any string of zero or more characters, for example “Temp%Group” would match “Temporary
Group” and “Temperature Group”. The “_” character represents any single character, for example
“Temp0_Group” would match “Temp01Group” and “Temp02Group”.
To add users with a start date during January 2020, add 2 conditions to a rule:
•

Start date is on or after 01/101/2020

•

Start date is on or before 31/01/2020
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Test the rules
The ‘Test rules’ button on the Group Rules list page confirms how many members will be added to the group
when the rule is processed. If this is not the expected number of people, the rule can be corrected before the
rule is processed by the overnight batch processor (UK time).
This is an important step, as it ensures the new rule is functioning as required.

Note: This does not calculate a new member total for the Group. To see the effect of a single rule, disable any
other rules in the group before clicking Test rules.
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Primary Groups – specify line management responsibility
Primary Groups are used to define line-management responsibility (and therefore the team members who
appear in a manager’s dashboard panel). Primary Groups, and Primary Group managers are typically created
and managed by the People Data Feed. For a manager to see their team members in the Managers dashboard,
Learn must be configured as follows:
1.

Team members must exist in a Group (management Groups are often given the name of the manager)

2.

The Group must be the Primary Group for the team members (this is configured in the Organisational
Information of a User’s profile)

3.

The Manager for the Group must be specified (Users must have at least an LMS role of ‘Manager’ to
be assigned as manager to a Group)

The manager for the Group will see in their Managers dashboard, all Users for whom the Group is specified as
their Primary Group.

To assign a User as Group Manager, click ‘Select’ next to the ‘Manager’ field on the Group Details page:

For more information about the Manager role, search the Help Centre for LMS Roles and Responsibilities.
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Assign mandatory learning to Group members
When Courses are assigned directly to a Group, the Course becomes mandatory for all members of that Group.
It will appear in ‘Courses I have to do’ and remain there until all Lessons assigned to the Course have a status of
‘Complete’.
Any Course assigned to a User in this way will appear in their manager’s dashboard, in order that the manager
can monitor their team members’ progress towards completing mandatory learning.
1.

Select a Group. Navigate to ‘Group’. Browse the list of Groups and select the Group to which Courses are
to be assigned (use the Group Category drop-down to reduce the list of Groups and simplify selection).

2.

Select the Courses to assign to the Group and save. Select ‘Course’ from the Group Administration menu.
All current Course assignments are listed. If no Course assignments are listed, click ‘Edit’ to make a new
assignment. Click ‘All’ to browse all Courses. Use the Search, Group Category drop-down, or the alphabet
search to filter the list. Select the Course(s) to assign. Click Submit to save the assignment.
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Assign optional learning to Group members
Optional Courses are organised into Catalogues (see p40 for steps to add a Course to a Catalogue). When
Catalogues are assigned to a Group, any member of that Group can browse and select Courses from the
Catalogue. Courses chosen from a Catalogue appear in ‘Courses I’ve chosen to do’ and will remain there until
all Lessons assigned to the Course have a status of ‘Complete’, or until the User chooses to remove the Course.
1.

Select a Group. Navigate to ‘Group’. Browse the list of Groups and select the Group to which Courses are
to be assigned (use the Group Category drop-down to reduce the list of Groups and simplify selection).

2.

Select the Catalogue(s) to assign to the Group. Select ‘Catalogue’ from the Group Administration menu.
All current Catalogue assignments are listed. If no Catalogue assignments are listed, click ‘Edit’ to make a
new assignment and click ‘All’ to browse all available Catalogues. Use the Search facility, the Group
Category drop-down menu or the alphabet search to filter the list and identify specific Catalogue(s). Click
to select the Catalogue(s) to assign:

3.

Save the changes. Click ‘Submit’ to save the changes.
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Group Hierarchy
Groups can be assigned as a descendant of another group to build group hierarchies. Group hierarchies are
useful for reports and for assigning courses and catalogues to an organisational unit. For example, a Course
assigned to a Group at the top of a group hierarchy is automatically assigned to all members in descendant
groups.
Group Hierarchies are often used to simplify reporting. For example, Primary Groups are configured with a
logical hierarchy. The same structure is then reflected when viewing training reports.
Group hierarches are assigned through the Group administration menu (p28).
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Catalogues
Catalogues are the means through which optional training is shared with Users. Any number of Courses can be
assigned to a Catalogue, which is in turn assigned directly to Groups of Users, or to individual Users.

Users browse Catalogues to find Courses of interest. Courses chosen from a Catalogue will appear in ‘Courses
I’ve chosen to do’.
•

Catalogues can be assigned to one or more Groups

•

Each Catalogue has a unique code (the Catalogue name does not have to be unique)

•

A Catalogue will not be visible to Users if no Courses are assigned to it

Catalogues appear to Users as carousels on the ‘All Courses’ page:
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Create a Catalogue
1

Create a Catalogue. Navigate to ‘Catalogue’ to view the Catalogue list. Click ‘New’ to create a new
Catalogue:

2

Specify the mandatory fields for the Group. Add a Code and title for the Catalogue. The code is not visible
to learners but will be used to identify the Course for administrators. Keep the title short and concise consider how the title will appear to the User and in reports. In each case, remember to apply the
convention your organisation has defined:

3

Save the changes. Click ‘Submit’ to save the changes. Courses can now be assigned to the Catalogue and
the Catalogue can be assigned to Users and Groups.
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Assign a Course(s) to a Catalogue
Assigning a Course to a Catalogue makes the Course available as optional learning for whomever the Catalogue
is assigned to. A Catalogue may be assigned to both Groups and to individual Users.
1.

Find a Catalogue. Navigate to ‘Catalogue’. Browse the list of Catalogues and click to select the Catalogue
to which Courses are to be assigned (use the Category drop-down to reduce the list of Catalogues and
simplify selection).

2.

Select the Courses to assign to the Catalogue and save. Select ‘Course’ from the Catalogue Administration
menu. Click ‘Edit’ to change existing Course assignments, or to assign new Courses to the Catalogue. Use
the Search options, Course Category drop-down menu or the alphabet search to filter the list. Check the
box next to a Course to add to the Catalogue. Click ‘Submit’ to complete the assignment:
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Assign a Catalogue(s) to Groups and individual Users
Catalogues are typically assigned to Groups, but in some circumstances, it may be useful to assign a Catalogue
to a Group and also to individual Users. The steps below show how.
1.

Find a Catalogue. Navigate to ‘Catalogue’. Browse the list of Catalogues and click to select the Catalogue to
which Courses are to be assigned (use the Category drop-down to reduce the list of Catalogues and
simplify selection).

2.

Assign the Catalogue to a Group(s) or User(s) and save. Select either ‘Group’ or ‘User’ or from the
Catalogue administration menu. Click ‘Submit’ to save the assignment. In this example, the ‘Lunch & Learn’
Catalogue is assigned to the ‘Head Office’ Group:
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Catalogue Troubleshooting
If Users report that they cannot see a Catalogue assigned to them, check the following:
•

Are any Courses assigned to the Catalogue? Only Catalogues which contain Courses are visible to
Users - even if the Catalogue itself is correctly assigned to a Group.

•

If the Catalogue does contain one or more Courses, do those Courses contain Lessons? Courses
without Lessons are not visible to Users, even if assigned.

The Catalogue Administration menu
Details

Catalogue details screen. The Catalogue Code, Title, Description and Category can be
specified here

Custom fields

Create Custom fields to record additional information about the Catalogue. All custom
fields can be included in reports. Custom fields are only visible in the administration User
interface.

Course

Assign Courses to the Catalogue. (p40)

Group

Assign the Catalogues to a Group (p41)

User

Assign the selected Catalogue to a specific User

Report

HTML reports can be found throughout Learn. Unlike Business Objects reports, HTML
reports are real-time although they cannot be customised or scheduled.
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Catalogues and Course Categories
Example one: Manufacturing
Course Categories:
• Engineering
• Technical Skills
• Personal Development
• Health, Safety and Wellbeing
• Policy and Process
• IT Skills
• Procurement

•
•
•
•
•
•

Leading and Managing Others
Professional Development
Manufacturing Technical Skills
Quality and Food Safety
Marketing
Sales

Catalogues
All Hot Topics
All Hot Topics
Business Brunches
Developing your LMI
eLearning
First 90 days
Functional Development
Limited availability
Lunch and Learns
No cost learning

Plant only – clients production line
Office Based only
Random topics
Various management activities
All digital content
Induction content or clients’ policies
Departmental good to great courses
Courses with places to fill
Random topics
Free to learn content

Top Tip: from Kallidus Consultant Ben Wynne:
“Here, Catalogues contain lots of Courses from a variety of different Categories, which allows Category filtering
to work at its best. The beauty of this structure is that even though all these Catalogues many be visible to all
(with the exception of All Hot Topics), they only appear when they actually contain courses, allowing for ‘Limited
Availability’ and ‘Lunch and Learns’ to only appear when they contain items.”
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Example two: Law
Course categories:
• Law: corporate
• Law: Real estate
• Law: Employment
• Best practice
• Law: Family
• Business
• Law: Litigation

•
•
•
•
•
•

eLearning
Law: Private
New joiner
New thinking
Personal
Technology

Catalogues
All personal development
IT essentials
Law
New thinking
Spotlight Series

Relevant courses for progression
Internal system training
Learning focused in specific areas of law
A series of talks titled “In conversation with…”, led by thought leaders
Opportunities to learn about other departments within the organisation

Top Tip: from Kallidus Professional Services Consultant Stuart Birley:
“Previously this client had a catalogue for each category of Law, however this made the ‘All courses’ page fairly
long. By creating categories to split large catalogues, users can pre-filter from the beginning. These Law
categories also relate to departments therefore users are likely to identify with the categories.”

Example three: Retail
Course Categories:
• Safe and legal
• Product
• Technical
• My job: fish
• My job: Fruit and Veg etc

Catalogues
Safe and legal
My job
My leadership
My management

The training required to be safe and compliant
Training specific to a job role
Leadership training
Training specifically for store managers

Top Tip: from Professional Services Consultant Leanne Beech:
“Employees in retail have a duty to the public and sometimes operate complex and potentially dangerous
machinery so our retail clients often focus training in 2 key areas: the skills an individual requires to do their job
and the skills they require to ensure they are safe and legal. This catalogue structure gives individuals a clear
path to work through to ensure firstly they can carry out their jobs and secondly offers a path for progression.”
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What next?
This section has shown how to use Catalogues to share optional Courses with Users. You may also be interested
in:
•

Courses (p46)

•

Lessons (p63)

•

Events (p92)

•

Groups (p26)

•

Assign Users to a Group (p29)

•

Assign Courses to a Group (p35)

•

Assign Lessons to a Course (p51)
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Courses
Courses contain one or more Lessons and are the means through which learning is deployed to Users. A course
can contain any number of lessons, of any type. If no Lessons are assigned to a Course, it will not be visible to
any Users.

Courses can include any number of Lessons, of any type. On completing a Course, learners will be prompted to
rate the Course on a scale of 1-5 stars.
A Course assigned to a Group becomes mandatory for all members of the Group. A Course assigned to a
Catalogue is optional for any Groups or Users to which the Catalogue is assigned.
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Create a new Course
1.

Create a Course. Navigate to ‘Course to view the Course list. Click ‘New’ to create a new Course:

2.

Add a Code and Title for the Course. The code is not visible to learners but will be used to identify the
Course for administrators. Keep the title short and concise - consider how the title will appear to the User
and in reports. In each case, remember to apply the convention your organisation has defined.
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3.

Select a Course card and category. Click ‘Select image’ to choose a Coursecard for this Course. This image
will be seen by learners when viewing Courses as a student. Select ‘Category’ and choose a Category for
the Course. Categories are filters which Users and Administrators can apply to narrow the search criteria
when searching for Courses of interest

4.

Create the Course. All mandatory fields are now populated. Although not a mandatory field, it is
recommended that a description of the Course is also entered. All optional choices are described on the
next page. Click ‘Submit’ to complete Course set up.
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Optional settings
The previous steps include all the mandatory fields required to create a Course. The below table describes the
optional settings.

Tutor

The specified User will be a point of contact for the Course. Tutors are often a subset
of global administrators, who manage all events and lessons relating to a specific
Course(s) only.

Description

Add the Course synopsis here. Use a standard format for all your course descriptions
in order that Courses appear consistently to Users.

Enrolment method

Specify if a User requires authorisation to enrol on the course or if the training is free
to access.

Cost

This can be useful for reporting on the cost of Courses, for example training cost per
head

Maximum Users

Once this limit is reached users cannot self-enrol, however Administrators can
overbook courses.

Course is enabled

Deselect to disable this Course if no longer required. This is a useful housekeeping
exercise to remove Courses from the Administrators’ view.

Tip: “The importance of having clear, consistent and documented naming conventions can’t be
underestimated - it’s is one of the first things I advise customers to do. Poor naming conventions make
your data difficult to maintain and potentially incorrect, which in turn makes reporting very challenging. I
worked with a client who hadn’t provided any guidance for new administrators about naming
conventions. As a result, they had 7 different formats for User names. So, we carried out a data cleanse
exercise to identify and remove duplicate Users. Out of 800 Users, 150 were identified as duplicates and
removed from the system.”
Leanne Beech
Professional Services Consultant
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The Course Administration menu
Details

Summary details about the selected Course.

Custom fields

Create your own Custom fields to record additional information about courses in
Kallidus Learn, for example additional codes, addresses or references. All custom fields
can be included in reports. Custom fields are only visible in the administration User
interface.

Availability

Set a specific or relative date after which this course will no longer be available.
Configure notifications to alert assigned users that the deadline has been or is about to
be reached.

Deadline

Set a specific or relative date after which this course must be completed. This
information will appear to the User along with the course information. Configure
notifications to remind the User, the tutor and/or their manager when the deadline is
about to be reached. For more information, see ‘Set a deadline for a Course’ (p58).

Catalogue

Assign this Course to a Catalogue. This course will then be optional for any Users to
whom the specified Catalogue is visible.

Lesson

If Lessons have been created for this Course, they can be assigned using this option. See
Steps to create a Lesson (p64).

Group

Assign the Course to a Group (p35). This course will then be mandatory for any Users in
that Group and the Course will appear in their ‘Courses I have to do’ section.

User

Assign this Course directly to a User. This course will then be mandatory for that User
and the Course will appear in their ‘Courses I have to do’ section.

Administrators

Users can also be administrators of a course for reporting and administration purposes.
A User assigned as Course administrator has access to all Business Objects reports for
that course and can edit course details, assign users, groups and catalogues. Note: To
view reports, the users LMS role must have the required permissions.

Results

View detailed results for individual Users who have completed this Course.

Ratings

User ratings for this Course are listed here. The All Courses Category in ‘My Courses’
lists all Course available to the viewer, in the order of highest rating.

Evaluation form

Switch evaluations on and off for this Course. Choose which evaluation form should be
used.

Book event

Available for Instructor led Lessons only. Book individual Users directly onto an Event
for the selected Course.

Deep link

A link directly to this Course.

Email templates

Customise the template for notification emails that will be sent regarding this specific
Course. This will override the default email templates for this course. This enables
emails to be created which are specific to a Course, for example to include a map or
specific instructions relating to the course.

Send email

Send an ad-hoc email regarding this course to all enrolled Users. Other stakeholders
and Administrators can be sent a copy of the email using the CC field.

Report

HTML reports can be found throughout Learn. Unlike Business Objects reports, HTML
reports are real-time although they cannot be customised or scheduled.
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Assign a Lesson(s) to a Course
In order that Lessons can be deployed to Users, they must first be assigned to a Course (which is in turn
assigned to Users and Groups of Users). Multiple Lessons of any type can be assigned to a single Course. A
Course with no Lessons assigned is not visible to any Users.
1

Find a Course. Navigate to ‘Course’ to view a list of all Courses in Learn. Filter the list using the search
options (Free text, Availability and Category). Note: the free text search references Course Title, Code and
description):

2

Choose the Lesson(s) to assign to the Course. Select ‘Lesson’ from the Course Administration menu.
Existing Lesson assignments will be listed. If there are no Lessons assignments, click ‘Edit’ to make a new
Lesson assignment. Use the search to filter the list, and select the required Lessons by checking the box
next to the Lesson title:
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3

Save the assignment. Once the required Lesson(s) are selected, click ‘Submit to save the changes. The
selected Lessons will now appear in the Lesson list:

4
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Lesson pre-requisites: Specify the order in which Lessons must be completed
When multiple Lessons are assigned to a Course, prerequisites can be used to specify the order in which the
Lessons must be completed. This can be useful if for example, a URL lesson contains important pre-training
information for an Instructor led Course, or if multiple e-learning modules must be completed in a specific
order.
1.

Find a Course. Navigate to ‘Course’ to view a list of all Courses in Learn. Filter the list using the search
options (Free text, Availability and Category). Note: the free text search references Course Title, Code and
description). Click a Course Title to open:

2.

Set the Lesson order. Select ‘Lesson’ from the Course Administration menu. This opens the Lesson List for
the Course. Lessons will appear to the learner in the order listed here. When applying prerequisites, it is
recommended that Lessons are positioned in a logical order – the order in which the Lessons will be
available – in order that the sequence is clear to learners. In the below example, two Lessons are assigned,
and the Lesson in position 2 is moved to appear in position 1:
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3.

Select the Lesson to which a pre-requisite will apply. A prerequisite can be configured for any Lesson
assigned to the Course (with the exception of Lessons included in an Elective set). In the below example,
the second lesson is selected. This is the Lesson to which a prerequisite will apply – Lesson 1 must be
completed first:

4.

Configure the Pre-requisite options. Click ‘New’ to add a new pre-requisite (or to edit existing prerequisite settings). Select from the drop-down menu, the Lesson which should be a pre-requisite to
selected Lesson. Select when the lesson will be available. The following options are available:
- The target lesson will be available immediately
- The target lesson will be available from a specific date
- The target lesson will be available after a defined period

Note: If choosing to defer the availability of the Lesson, a reason can be given which is displayed to the
User when the pre-requisite is met.
5.

Save Changes. Click ‘Save’ to keep the changes. To return to the summary of Lesson assignments, click
‘Lesson’ in the Course administration menu. The second Lesson is now locked until the first is completed.
The Course and Lessons will appear in ‘My Courses’ like this:
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Elective Lessons: offer a choice of Lessons
Two or more Lessons assigned to a Course can be organised into a set. Learners can then choose which of the
Lessons in the set to complete. When a learner completes one of the Lessons, they will be exempt from the
remaining Lessons in the set.
This enables more dynamic course structures and enables learners to choose their preferred learning option
For example, some learners might prefer to attend a face-to-face training session, while others may prefer to
get the learning online.

1.

•

An elective set can contain any number of Lessons

•

Only one Lesson must be completed to complete the set

•

A Lesson can be added to one elective Lesson set only

Find a Course. Navigate to ‘Course’ to view a list of all Courses in Learn. Filter the list using the search
options (Free text, Availability and Category). Note: the free text search references Course Title, Code and
description). Click a Course Title to open:
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2.

Create an elective Lesson set. Select ‘Lesson’ from the Course Administration menu. Select ‘Manage
elective Lessons’, then ‘Set elective lessons’:

3.

Choose the Lessons, create the set. Any assigned Lessons can be included in the set. Select those which
should be included, and click Create:

4.

Name the elective Lesson set, save. Name the elective set. This name will be visible to learners prior to
choosing the Lesson they prefer. The position of Lessons within the set can be reordered using the arrow
buttons on the right. Click ‘Save’ to create the Lesson set:
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Set a deadline for a Course
Deadlines can be set for any Course. Email reminders can be configured to notify assigned the Users, their
Manager, and a Course tutor that a deadline is approaching/has been reached.
1

Find a Course. Navigate to ‘Course’ to view a list of all Courses in Learn. Filter the list using the search
options (Free text, Availability and Category). Note: the free text search references Course Title, Code and
description). Click a Course Title to open:

2

Configure the deadline. Select ‘Deadline’ from the Course Administration menu. A deadline can be based
either on a static date or the date of Course assignment. In the below example, the deadline specifies that
the Course must be completed within 7 days of assignment. Note that the deadline can be retrospectively
applied to all existing assignments:
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3

Specify the notification schedule for reminders. The remaining options in the deadline tab relate to
reminder notifications. Users, Managers and the Course Tutor can each be notified according to the
default schedule, or a custom schedule can be created for each recipient.

4

Save the changes. Scroll to the end of the page and click ‘Submit’ to keep the changes.
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Configure approval for course enrolment
A course can be configured in order that a User must request authorisation before they are able to enrol on a
Course. One and two-step authorisation options are available.
To configure authorisation for a Course, navigate to the Course details page and select an option from the
‘Enrolment method’ drop-down menu:
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Who are the authorisers?
A Course authoriser could be the Users Manager, budget authoriser, or the Course tutor. 2 stage authorisation
is also available.
Budget Authoriser
The ‘Budget authoriser’ is specified for each User in the Organisation Information section of the User details
page:

Manager
Management hierarchy is defined using Primary Groups. This is identified in every User profile, as seen in th
above screenshot. See the ‘Primary Groups – specifying line management responsibility section’ (p30) for more
information.
Tutor
A Tutor is a User with limited access to Learn admin. A Tutor will see only the Courses for which they are
assigned as Tutor (and any associated Lessons and Events). A Tutor for a Course is defined on the Course details
page:

Search the Help Centre for the LMS Roles and Responsibilities step-by-step guide for more information about
the Tutor role and responsibilities.
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What next?
Courses are not visible to Users until Lessons are assigned, so creating and/or assigning Lessons may be your
next step. You may also wish to find out more about:
•

Catalogues (p38)

•

Lessons (p63)

•

Events (p92)

•

Groups (p26)

•

Housekeeping and best practice (p116)
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Lessons
Lessons are the actual learning available to Users. Lessons can be assigned to multiple Courses at once. Where
this is the case, once the Lesson is completed a part of one course, it is completed as part of all Courses within
which it is contained.

Lessons are not assigned to Users or Groups. Lessons are only visible to Users when assigned to a Course.
There are 5 Lesson types in Learn:
URL

A URL Lesson contains a link to an external web address, for example YouTube, or
a TED Talk. URL Lessons are also used to link to the company Intranet.

Instructor-led

Instructor led Lessons are classroom based or virtual interactions, for example
WebEx meetings or an online seminar. The date and time at which an instructor
led Lesson takes place is specified in an Event (p92)

E-learning

An e-learning Lesson will contain either a link to externally hosted content, or to
SCORM content hosted in Learn.

PDF

Many file types can be converted into pdf’s, for example Office files such as Word,
Excel and PowerPoint files and image files/

Document
Upload

Document Upload Lessons are used to record evidence of training delivered
outside of Learn, for example Fire Safety or First Aid training. Users can upload
their certificate to evidence their attendance.

Note: PDF and eLearning Lessons require that existing content is imported into Learn. The process for creating
these Lesson types is described in the section ‘Import external content - eLearning and PDF’s’ (p71).
Competency checks also appear as Lessons. A Competency Check is an observational assessment that is carried
out by managers to determine whether a learner has undertaken a task or other aspect of their work to a
standard that is required. See ‘Competency Checks’ (p79) for more information.
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Create a URL or Instructor led Lesson
The steps to create Instructor-led and URL Lessons are the same, (with the exception of step 4 below).
PDF and eLearning Lessons require that existing content is imported into Learn, and therefore are created using
a different process. See the ‘Import external content - eLearning and PDF’s’ section (p71) for more information.
1.

Open the ‘New Lesson’ form. Navigate to ‘Administration Home’ and select ‘Lesson’ to view the Lesson
list. Scroll to the end of the page and select ‘New’.

2.

Specify the Lesson type. The ‘New Lesson’ details page will open. Choose either ‘eLearning (if creating a
URL Lesson) or ‘Instructor led’ (if creating a Lesson for classroom training) from the ‘type’ drop down
menu. Once the Lesson is created the type cannot be changed, so take care to specify the correct type:
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3.

Populate the mandatory fields. Add a code, title and duration. The code is not visible to learners but will
be used to identify the Lesson for administrators. The lesson title is visible to Learners. The Lesson duration
must be entered in minutes. Learners will be credited with the specified number of minutes on completing
the Lesson. Use the below table as a reference when populating the Lesson duration fields:

4.

Hours

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Minutes

60

120

180

240

300

360

420

Create the Lesson. Click ‘Submit’ to create the Lesson. If the Lesson created is an Instructor led lesson, the
next step is to Create an Event (p92). If the Lesson created is a URL Lesson, continue to step 4.

5.

Specify the URL for the Lesson (eLearning type only). Select ‘eLearning setup’ in the Lesson administration
menu. Enter the URL to which Users will be directed when clicking viewing the Lesson, and click ‘Submit’ to
save the changes:
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Optional settings
The previous steps include all the mandatory fields required to create a Lesson. The below table describes the
optional settings.
Description

A description of the Lesson content. Both the Lesson description and Course
description are visible to Users, therefore If the Course already includes a full
description, it may not be necessary to populate this field.

Fixed accreditation

Accreditations can be linked to Lessons. Users who complete the Lesson are
automatically awarded the Accreditation

Certificate template

A certificate can be issued to Learners on completion of a Lesson. The certificate
template (HTML document) can be selected here.

Category

Categories are filters. Administrators use Lesson categories to narrow search
criteria and find specific Lessons.
To create a new Category, return to the Lesson menu and select ‘Edit’ next to the
Category drop-down menu above the Lesson list:

Custom Link

This is a legacy option, not activated in Learn. Selecting this option has no impact.

Lesson is enabled

Select to disable this Lesson when no longer required. This is a useful housekeeping exercise to remove a Lesson from view.

Show the score for
this Lesson

This is a legacy option, not activated in Learn. Selecting this option has no impact.
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Create a Document Upload Lesson
Document Upload Lessons are commonly used for Learners to provide evidence for training achieved outside
of Learn. For example, a certificate for an external First Aid or Fire Safety Course, or perhaps professional
qualifications like CIPD. A document upload Lesson is complete when Learners upload evidence of completed
training.
1.

Open the ‘New Lesson’ form. Navigate to ‘Administration Home’ and select ‘Lesson’ to view the Lesson
list. Scroll to the end of the page and select ‘New’:

2.

Specify the Lesson type. The ‘New Lesson’ details page will open. Choose the ‘Document Upload’ Lesson
Type. Once the Lesson is created the type cannot be changed, so take care to specify the correct type:
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3.

Add a Title and instructions for the learner. Both the code and title are visible to learners, and should
make clear the purpose of the Document Upload Lesson.

4.

Add a Code and Category. The Lesson code and category are visible only to administrators. Lesson
Category is optional, however using Lesson categories will help administrators to organise content. This is
especially relevant as more Lessons are added to Learn.
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The Lesson Administration menu
Details

Contains general information about the Lesson

Custom fields

Custom fields are used to record a specific can be created to record additional
information about Lessons, for example; Subject matter experts, Vendor names,
additional codes, addresses, references and admin notes about Events. All custom
fields can be included in reports and are only visible to administrators.

E-Learning set-up

Configure properties for URL and eLearning type Lessons. Enter the URL here for
URL lessons.

Course

If a Course has already been created for this Lesson, the assignment can be made
here. If no Course has been created for this Lesson, return to Administration Home
and select ‘Courses’ to create a new Course (p47).

Event

Create an Event for this Lesson (p92). Events represents the actual date, time and
location at which the learning will take place. Instructor led training only.

Resource

Resources represent the physical resources required for learning events, for
example projector and training rooms. Resources are allocated to learning Events
or Users and Learn will ensure that the items are not double booked.

Notify list

Users on the notify list can be automatically notified when new Events are added
for this Lesson. Users can click ‘Send me new dates’ to add themselves to the list,
or Administrators can add Users manually. Instructor led Lessons only. See User
Journey examples (pError! Bookmark not defined.) for more information.

Notification

Configure status notifications for this Lesson. Notify Users and their manager if the
Course is Completed or Failed. Specify a date from which this notification will apply
can also be set.

Continuous
accreditation

If an accreditation is linked to a Lesson, then the accreditation is awarded when a
user passes or completes the lesson.

CPD programmes

Link this Lesson to a CPD programme. Lessons are allocated a points/hour value
which contribute to a Users’ CPD target for a specified period.

Results

View detailed results for individual Users who have completed this Lesson.

Evaluation forms

Switch evaluations on and off for this Lesson. Choose which evaluation form
should be used.

Notes

A free text field to add notes for this Lesson

Email templates

Customise the template for notification emails that will be sent regarding this
specific Lesson. This will override the default email templates for this Lesson. This
option can be used to add Lesson specific notes to standard emails.

Send email

Send an ad-hoc email regarding this Lesson to all enrolled Users. Other
stakeholders (including for example a generic administration email) can be CC’d
into the email.

Report

HTML reports can be found throughout Learn. Unlike Business Objects reports,
HTML reports are real-time although they cannot be customised or scheduled.
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Assign a Lesson to a Courses
Lessons must be assigned to a Course in order that they are visible to Learners. Multiple Lessons, of any type
can be assigned to a single Course. A Lesson can also be assigned to multiple Courses – when it is complete, it is
complete in all courses to which it is assigned.
1.

Find a Lesson. Navigate to ‘Lesson’ to view a list of all Lessons in Learn. Filter the list using the search
options (Free text, type, Availability and Category). Note: the free text search references Title, Code and
description). Click a Lesson Title to open:

2.

Choose the Course(s) to which the Lesson will be assigned. Select ‘Course’ from the Lesson Administration
menu. Click ‘Edit’ to create a new Course assignment, or to edit existing assignments. Use the Search
facility, Availability, or Course category to filter the list. Click ‘Submit’ to save.
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Import eLearning and PDF’s
Kallidus Learn supports the following content types:
•

SCORM (1.2 and 2004)

•

AICC

•

PDF documents

In each case, the Course Import Wizard is used to add the content to the Learn. A summary of each content
type follows this introduction, after which the steps to use the Course Import Wizard (p73) are described.

About SCORM
SCORM is a technical standard which governs how e-learning content and Learn communicate with each other.
It is the industry standard for e-learning interoperability and is the predominant method for eLearning.
SCORM enables eLearning to communicate information about Lesson completions to Learn. Typically, a SCORM
eLearning package will send to Learn a Users’ Lesson Status, score and date of completion. Lesson status will be
one of the following status pairs (depending on the eLearning configuration):
•

Passed/Incomplete

•

Passed/Failed

•

Completed/Incomplete

•

Completed/Failed

Note: When reporting Users’ status for SCORM eLearning, it is important to understand exactly which status
pairs the eLearning is configured to communicate with Learn. This is specified when the eLearning project is
published and cannot be changed in Learn.
In addition to this, SCORM 2004 content will report the answers to individual questions contained in the
eLearning. This can be useful information as it may indicate that either the question or the eLearning itself is
unclear.
Please see the section ‘Considerations for importing SCORM2004 content’ (p75) for further information about
importing SCORM2004.
Search the Help Centre for SCORM versions for more information about SCORM.
Need to test your SCORM or AICC eLearning? Search online for SCORM Cloud. They offer free accounts for
testing and review.
Note: Kallidus Learn does not support multi-sco SCORM packages.

About AICC
As with SCORM1.2, AICC content communicates the Lesson Status, score and date of completion to Learn.
AICC content differs from SCORM in that the content is hosted on the vendors site - Learn simply hosts a link to
the learning. Through this link, Users can gain access to the learning, and the learning can communicate with
Learn.
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This means that unlike SCORM eLearning, an administrator will not need to make changes in the LMS if the
content is updated. However, if Users are required to sign-in to the vendors site to access the learning, then
depending on the provider and configuration of the eLearning, then they may still need to do so.
Typically, a AICC eLearning package might communicate to Learn, any of the following status pairs:
•

Passed/Incomplete

•

Passed/Failed

•

Completed/Incomplete

•

Completed/Failed

About PDF documents
PDF is a file format used to exchange documents reliably, independent of software, hardware or operating
system. MS Word Users will be familiar with PDF as a method of saving a document in an uneditable format.
A variety of other files can be converted into PDF’s, for example Excel and PowerPoint files, image files (bmp,
.gif, .jpeg, .jpg, .png, .tiff, .tif) and Adobe Creative Suite files (InDesign/.indd, Photoshop/.psd, and
Illustrator/.ai).
Typical uses for PDF lessons in an Learn include:
•

A training guide to accompany face-to-face or online learning

•

Hints and tips to support a training

•

Pre-reading and post reading

•

Communicating new organisational processes, reporting that employees have read

In each case, Learn can track if a User has viewed the document. This may be preferable to sending the same
document by email, which may be missed and for which no reportable audit trail is available.
Note: If it is required that learning must be demonstrated, a SCORM eLearning package may be a more suitable
option.
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The Course Import Wizard
Each time the Course Import Wizard is used, Learn creates a Course and a Lesson. The Lesson is the imported
content, and the Course is the description of the content. The assignment between Course and Lesson is made,
and the learning is ready to be deployed as required.

Don’t need the Course created automatically?
In some circumstances, the Course created on import is not required. For example, when importing a PDF to
assign to an existing Course or when creating a multi-Lesson eLearning Course. In this scenario, the Course can
be deleted (this applies to all Courses imported after September 2018). It is good practice to delete Courses
that are not required.
Note: There is one Course Import Wizard in every Learn site. Therefore, if more than one administrator is
uploading content, then the wizard will queue the imports, and upload in sequence. A notification of ‘In
Progress’ will appear for an imported Course or Lesson.
1

Open the Course import wizard. Navigate to ‘Administration Home’ and select ‘Course’ to view the Course
list. Scroll to the end of the page and select ‘Import’:

2

Select a file to import. The Course import Wizard opens. Click ‘Choose file’ and browse your computer to
find the PDF or SCORM eLearning file for import. Click ‘Start Upload to proceed to the next stage of the
Wizard:
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3

Specify Course category and image, and the Lesson duration. The Course Import Wizard will import the
PDF/SCORM eLearning to create a Lesson. The wizard will also create a Course and assign the Lesson to the
Course – ready for administrators to deploy. Some of the properties of the new Lesson and Course will be
defined by the Wizard (Course Code and title, and Lesson code and title). The administrator must populate
the remaining fields – Course Category, image and Lesson duration. Click ‘Start course creation’ when
ready:

3.

Configure or upload more content. Once the content has been imported, the title of the new Course will
be displayed. Click the Title to view the Course or click ‘Upload new content’ to import another file.
Remember – the Course created automatically by the Wizard can be deleted if you don’t need it:
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Troubleshooting - the import is still processing
When importing larger or multiple files, Learn may take a little longer to process the import. Where this is the
case, a message will be displayed to administrators:

An administrator can check for ‘processing’ Courses and Lessons at any time. Navigate to either the Course or
Lesson list and search for ‘Not enabled’ content. In the below screenshot, one Course is shown as ‘Processing’.
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Considerations for importing SCORM2004 content
In addition to the information reported by SCORM1.2 (status, duration, score etc), SCORM2004 content can
report the answers to individual questions. This can be valuable information for L&D teams, as it can help to
identify any questions which are consistently being answered incorrectly. This may indicate that either the quiz
question or the eLearning itself is unclear.
When SCORM2004 content is imported (as described in the section ‘Using the Course Import Wizard’ (p73)) a
second Lesson is created. This additional Lesson is known as the Child Lesson (the learning itself is the Parent
Lesson). This Lesson is not a duplicate, it is needed to report the question level data to Learn.
Only the Parent Lesson need to be assigned to a Course. The sole purpose of the Child Lesson is to report the
question level data, it is never visible to Users, even if assigned. It cannot be deleted. The Lessons created for a
SCORM2004 eLearning Course look like this (when viewed at Course | Lessons). Note that a pre-requisite can
be applied only to the parent Lesson:

When viewed individually, the Child Lesson contains the following note at the end of the page:

Tip: “Customers often rename the Child Lesson with “CHILD” in order that its purpose is clear. This would
also mean that all Child Lessons would appear together in the Lesson list”
Lauren Lagomasino
Solutions Specialist
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Update eLearning content
External content hosted in Learn may be updated periodically. If the update is a minor change, (and therefore
any Users who have completed the original Lesson can retain their ‘Complete’ status with the update version)
then the content file can simply be updated.
To update imported content, navigate to a Lesson then select ‘eLearning set up’ from the Lesson
administration menu. select ‘Replace content files’:

If a significant change is made to the eLearning which requires that learners complete the Lesson again, then
the revised eLearning should be imported to create a new Lesson. The new Lesson can then be assigned to the
existing Course, and the old Lesson can be unenabled.
Do not delete the old Lesson - this will erase all training records.
To unenable a Lesson, navigate to Lesson|Details and unselect ‘Lesson is enabled:
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What next?
This section has described how to import external content. You may also be interested in:
•

Catalogues (p38)

•

Courses (p46)

•

Lessons (p63)

•

Events (p92)

•

Groups (p26)
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Competency Checks
A competency check is an observational assessment that is carried out by managers to determine whether a
learner has undertaken a task or other aspect of their work to a standard that is required. Once created, a
Competency Check appears as a Lesson and can be assigned to one or more Courses in the same manner.

Create a Competency Check
1.

Create a new Comptency Check. Navigate to ‘Competency Check’ to view the Competency Check list.
Select ‘New’ to add a new check:

2.

Complete section one – what the learner sees. Add a title, description and duration for the Competency
Check. The description should explain what the test involves. It will be visible to the learner. The duration
is the estimated duration for the Check, and the amount of learning time with which learners will be
credited when the Check is passed
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3.

Complete section two – what the manager sees. Decribe the task as it should be performed by the
learner. When assessing learner competence, a manager will refer to these instructions to determine if the
Learner has achieved the required standard and passed the Competency Check:

4.

Complete section three – other details. All Competency Checks require a unique code. A category can also
be selected to help organise Competency Checks – especially useful where many Competency Checks exist.
Once all necessary fields are populated, click ‘Save’:
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Assign a Competency Check to a Course
Once created, a Competency Check can be assigned to one or more Courses – exactly as a Lesson would be.
This assignment can be made either by navigating to the Competency Check and selecting the Course, or vice
versa. Either way, the outcome is the same – the Lesson and the Competency check are assigned together.
1.

Find a Competency Check. Navigate to Competency Check to view a list of all Competency Checks in Learn.
Filter the list using the Free text search and Availability options:

2.

Choose the Course(s) to which the Competency Check will be assigned. Select ‘Course’ from the
Competency Check Administration menu. Click ‘Edit’ to create a new Course assignment, or to edit existing
assignments. Use the Search facility, Availability, or Course category to filter the list. Click ‘Submit’ to save:
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Manager sign-off
A User with a Competency Check to complete will be prompted to arrange the check with their manager. The
Managers will see the ‘Competency Check’ Summary in the Manager dashboard:

When the Manager chooses to ‘Start check’ they will see the description of the assessed task, and the option to
Pass or Fail the team member:
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Accreditations: Configuring repeat training
Repeat training is managed in Learn using Accreditations. In order to achieve an Accreditation, Users must
complete a specific Lesson. Typically, the Lesson must be repeated annually for a User to maintain their
accredited status.
When the learning must be repeated, the Course (of which the accredited Lesson is part) moves from ‘Courses I
have done’ back to ‘Courses I have to do’, (or ’Courses I’ve chosen to do’, if that’s where it originated). The
Coursecard will display the repeat symbol to prompt Users that one or more Lessons assigned to the Course
must be repeated:

Administrators can run reports to see:
•

Users with an Accreditation assigned

•

Accreditations about to expire

•

Users who have not yet achieved the Accreditation

Users and their Manager can be automatically notified when an Accreditation nears expiry.
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Background to Accreditations
Think of an Accreditation as a badge, for example Fire Warden training. To keep the badge, learners must
maintain their skills by repeating the ‘Fire Safety for Fire Wardens’ training every year.

Step one - Learning is created and deployed
A Course with a Lesson is created and assigned to Learners. Typically, Courses are assigned to a Group. This
makes the Course mandatory for all Group members. For example, the ‘Fire Safety for Wardens’ Course is
created and assigned to the Fire Wardens Group, like this:

Step two – the Accreditation is created and linked to learning/learners
An Accreditation called ‘Fire Safety for Fire Wardens’ is created. The Accreditation properties specify that any
learners who are required to achieve this accreditation, must repeat the training every 12 months
(Accreditations can be configured to repeat with any frequency – from a number of days to a number of years).
The Accreditation must then be linked to:
•

the Users who must complete (and repeat) the training

•

the Learning through which they can do so

The Accreditation must therefore be linked to the ‘Fire Safety for Fire Wardens’ Lesson, and to the Fire
Wardens Group, like this:

This ensures that learners are only required to repeat the training. Users who leaves the Fire Wardens Group
will no longer be assigned the Accreditation and will therefore not be prompted to repeat the learning every 12
months.
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Create an Accreditation
1.

Open the ‘New Accreditation’ form. Navigate to Administration Home and select ‘Accreditation’. Scroll to
the end of the page and select ‘New’. The ‘New Accreditation’ page will open:

2.

Choose Accreditation type, enter a code and title. For repeat training, choose Accreditation type
‘Continuous Accreditation’. Enter a Code and Title (The code and title are not visible to learners but will be
used by Administrators to identify the Accreditation).
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3.

Set the Expiry and notification period for the Accreditation. Specify in the ‘Expires after’ menu, the
duration for which the Accreditation is valid. The ‘Tell learners’ field determines how far in advance of
expiry, the learning will move from ‘Courses I’ve Done’ back into ‘Courses I have to do. Expiry reminders
(notifications) are sent according to the Expiry reminders notification schedule. See Configuring reminders
(p88) for more information.

4.

Assign a Lesson to the Accreditation. Select ‘Lesson’ from the Accreditation administration menu. Specify
the Lesson which must be completed in order to achieve the Accreditation. If multiple Lessons are
assigned, then the Accreditation will be achieved if any of the Lessons has a complete status:

5.

Assign the Accreditation to a Group. Select ’Group’ from the Accreditation Administration menu’ and
select the Group to which the Accreditation is assigned. Click ‘Submit’ to save the assignment:
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Optional settings for Accreditations
The above steps describe the mandatory settings required to create an Accreditation. The table below
describes the optional choices:
An exempt Lesson
counts towards…

A Lesson with the status Exempt can also count towards the Accreditation. For
example: a new employee provides evidence that they have completed an Accredited
Course in their previous organisation. The Users’ status for the Accredited Lesson
could therefore be set as Exempt – meaning the User doesn’t have to complete the
learning because they are already accredited. The User will then be prompted to
retake the Lesson when the expiry period has elapsed.

Include disabled
lesson statuses…

An unenabled Lesson status can also count towards the Accreditation. For example: if
a new version of an accredited Lesson is produced, the original might then be marked
as unenabled. This checkbox would ensure that the old Lesson would continue to
count towards the accredited status of any users to whom it is assigned.

The Accreditations Administration menu
Details

Summary details of the selected Accreditation

Custom fields

Create Custom fields to record additional information about the Accreditation. All
custom fields can be included in reports. Custom fields are only visible in the
Administration user interface.

Expiry reminders

Configure expiry notification emails for Users and Managers.
Note that Accreditations will only remind people to do the training again if they are
assigned to the accreditation as part of a group or directly as a user.

Group

View and edit Group assignments for the selected Accreditation

User

View and edit User assignments for the selected Accreditation

Report

HTML reports can be found throughout Learn. Unlike Business Objects reports, HTML
reports are real-time although they cannot be customised or scheduled. Continuous
Accreditations are updated by the overnight batch processor, so HTML reports and
Business Objects will always show the same data.
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Accreditation expiry reminders
An expiry period is specified for every new Accreditation. This determines when the Course of which the
accredited Lesson is part, will move from “Course I’ve Done”, back to “Courses I have to do”.
It is recommended that Expiry reminders are timed to coincide with this period in order that a reminder is sent
to Users as soon as it is possible to retake the Lesson, and therefore maintain their Accredited status.
Expiry reminders are configured in the ‘Expiry reminders’ section of the Accreditation Administration menu:

There are two configuration options for reminders:

Alert all Users in the User list about the accreditation expiry
Expiry reminders will be sent to every User who has previously achieved the Accreditation. This may be
useful to make the distinction between Users who have chosen to achieve the Accreditation, and users
who are required to achieve the Accreditation
Alert only Users assigned to this accreditation as part of a Group about their accreditation expiry
Only Users who continue to be assigned the Accreditation (through Group membership) will be
reminded. This is the default option.
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Accreditations and multi-lesson Courses
Accredited learning may be configured so that in year one Users are required to complete two Lessons, and in
year two (and in subsequent years) only one Lesson is repeated. The second Lesson then serves as an annual
refresher.
In the example below, two Lessons are assigned to a Course. Lesson one is Instructor-led and lesson two is
eLearning. An Accreditation is assigned to Lesson 2 only:

The Accreditation process would then work as follows:
1.

User completes Lesson 1.

2.

User completes Lesson 2. The Accreditation status is now ‘Complete’.

3.

All learning is complete, therefore the Course moves to ‘Courses I’ve done’

4.

The User is notified X days before the Accreditation is due to expire. The course moves back to
‘Courses I have to do’

5.

User retakes Lesson 2 only. The Accreditation status is now ‘Complete’.

6.

The Course moves back to ‘Courses I have done’

7.

Steps 4-6 repeat

In some circumstances, more complex Accreditations are required. Please speak to your Consultant or a
member of the HelpDesk team to discuss options.
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Reporting Accreditation status
The Accreditation Trajectory report shows a timeline trajectory of how many accreditations are due to be
regained by users on a month-by-month basis. By default, the report can be filtered to specific Groups,
Accreditations and titles.
The report contains 3 tabs. The first tab shows a timeline trajectory of the number of Accreditations due to be
regained in a month by month basis:

The second tab lists by person their accreditation status and the number of days until expiry:
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The Third tab lists individual Users and their status for Accreditations:
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Events
Events detail the date, time, and location at which an instructor-led Lesson will take place. Seminars, classroom
teaching and virtual meetings are examples of Events
Multiple Events can be created for a Lesson. For example, an ‘Induction training’ Lesson might be delivered
every month, in which case a new Event is created for every occasion the training is delivered.
.

•

Events can be set to recur for regular trainings (p97)

•

Users can add themselves to a waiting list for fully booked Events (pError! Bookmark not defined.)

•

Administrators can Add Users to a waiting list for fully booked Events (p100)

Unlike Courses and Lessons which can be created independently, Events must be created via the Lesson to
which they relate. Therefore, the first step is to browse to the Lesson for which the Event is required.

Tip: “Create a generic Administrator email address to which all communications can be sent, for example
L&D@yourorganisation.com. This is especially useful if you have multiple administrators as all
correspondence is accessible to the whole team.”
Ben Wynne
Senior Consultant, Kallidus
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Create an Event
Events are created via the Instructor led Lesson for which they are required. Events are not created separately
and then linked to a Lesson.
1

Find an Instructor led Lesson. Navigate to ‘Lesson’ to view a list of all Lessons in Learn. Filter the list using
the search options (Free text, type, Availability and Category). Click a Lesson Title to open the Lesson.

2

Add New Event. Select ‘Event’ from the administration menu. Any Events previously created for this
Lesson will be listed here. Click ‘New’ to create a new Event for the Lesson:
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3.

Specify when and where the Event will take place. Specify the start and finish time for the Event….

..and the location at which the training will take place:

4.

Create the Event. Scroll to the end of the page and click Submit to create the Event
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Optional settings for Events
The previous steps include all the mandatory fields required to create an Event. The below table describes the
optional settings.

Code

Enter a unique code. Learn can also be configured to generate a numeric event
code. Navigate to Settings and select “Auto generate incrementing number for
code field”.

Comments

These comments are included in the BookingBookedUser notification, sent to
Users when they book (or are booked) onto an Event. It can therefore be used to
store any information the user needs to know before attending the event, such
as specific joining instructions or directions to the event location.
For more information about notifications, search the Help centre for Configuring
email notifications

Administrator

Nominate a User to administrate an Event. Users with the appropriate LMS Role
can be set as an Event administrator, and therefore have access to manage an
Event.

Approval type

Specify an Approval procedure for any users wishing to book the Event. Choose
from a selection of one and two-step authorisation processes. Where two step
authorisation is selected, a booking is not confirmed until it is approved at both
stages.

Cost code

A cost code for this Event can be used in a report

Attendance charge

This charge is made if a user attends a learning event. This charge is used for
reporting purposes

Non-attendance charge

This charge is made if a user fails to attend an Event which they were booked to
attend. This charge is used for reporting purposes.

Charge period

This is the period in which the non-attendance charge will be applied. For
example, if the charge period is 2 weeks, then if a user cancels an event booking
within 2 weeks of the start of the event the non-attendance charge will be
applied. If they cancel the event more than 2 weeks before the start of the
event, then the non-attendance charge will not be applied.

Attendance rebate

This rebate is made if a user attends a learning event. This rebate is used for
reporting purposes.

Event is enabled

This is a useful house-keeping exercise to remove Events from view.

Notify each enrolled
User that has not yet
booked a lesson

This refers to any users to whom a Course has been assigned, but no Event has
been booked.

Notify each User on the
notification list for this
Lesson:

Where no Events are available, or if no existing Events are on a suitable date, a
user can select ‘Send me New dates’ to add their name to the Lesson
Notification list. Select this checkbox to send a notification to Users on the
Lesson notification list.
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The Event Administration menu
The Event Administration menu is visible whenever an Event is created. To view this menu for any Event,
navigate to Administration home, select Event. Then choose an Event from the list.

Details

General information about the Event.

Custom fields

Custom fields can be created to record additional information about Events, for
example; Subject matter experts, Vendor names, additional codes, addresses,
references and admin notes about Events. All custom fields can be included in
reports and are only visible to administrators.

Booking management

Specify the minimum and maximum number of attendees, when the Event is
available for users to book, and how the waiting list will be managed.
Configure an Event to be visible to a specific Group only (p110). For example, it
may be desirable to show Groups of Users only the Events taking place in their
region. For this, Users must be organised into Groups according to their location.
Configure reminder, booking and cancellation settings for the Event. For
example, specify who is notified if a User cancels an Event booking, specify when
reminders will be sent, and notify administrators if the Event is over or under
subscribed.

Group

Notification

Schedule

Change the date of an Event (p100), or change the time of an Event (p99).

Resource

Resources represent the physical resources required for learning events, for
example projector and training rooms. Resources are allocated to learning Events
or Users. Learn will ensure that the items are not double booked. Some
customers specify individual trainers as a resource to monitor their availability.

User

View the status for all enrolled Users (Attending, Not attending, Waiting list,
Attendees waiting for approval). Book individual or multiple Users onto an Event
(p100) or add individual or multiple Users to the waiting list for an Event.

Attendance

Manage attendance records for an Event. For example, specify which Users
attended, which Users cancelled (and any cost incurred), and the reason for
cancellations. For more information see Update Event Attendance (p107).

Costs

Attendance and Non-attendance charges can be specified on the ‘Details’ page.
Use this option to create (and report) custom costs associated with the running
of this Event.

Evaluation form

Switch evaluations on and off for this Course. Choose which evaluation form
should be used.

Email templates

Customise the template for notification emails that will be sent regarding this
specific Event. This will override the default email templates for this course. This
can be useful if you wish to tailor the email specifically to the course, for example
to include a map or specific instructions relating to the course.

Send email

Send an ad-hoc email regarding this Lesson to all enrolled Users. Other
stakeholders (including for example a generic administration email) can be CC’d
into the email.

Report

HTML reports can be found throughout Learn. Unlike Business Objects reports,
HTML reports are real-time although they cannot be customised or scheduled.
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Navigate to an existing Event
Each of the following steps require that you navigate to an existing Event in Learn. There are two ways to do
this. Either navigate to the Event area or navigate to an Instructor led Lesson. Both options are described
below.
Navigate to Event. Via this route, all Events in Learn are listed – this may be a lot! Even so, it’s still easy to find
the Event you’re looking for, because when accessed via this route, each Event will include in the properties the
name of the Lesson to which it relates (highlighted below). This is a searchable field, along with Event code
title, location etc.

Navigate to the Lesson with which the Event is linked. This is the route you’ll take to create Events. Once
you’ve found your Lesson, select ‘Event’ from the Lesson administration menu to view / edit / create Events for
that Lesson. Note that when viewed via this route, the Lesson title is not listed with the Event properties –
there’s no need, as all the Events listed are for one Lesson only.
In either case, open and view an Event by clicking the edit icon – highlighted:
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Create multiple copies of an Event
Events can be copied to create multiple new Events, set to recur at specified intervals. This can save time when
an administrator needs to quickly create multiple Events.
It is important to note however, that Events created in this way are not linked as with recurring meetings in
Outlook for example. They are individual Events and must be edited individually, so before copying an Event
take care to ensure it is set up correctly.
1.

Find an Event to edit. Navigate to an existing Event in Learn (p97).

2.

Choose the number, frequency and options for new Events. Scroll to the end of the Event details page
and select ‘Copy’. Define the recurrence pattern and range, and in the options section, any other elements
of the Event to copy.

3.

Create the new Events. Click ‘Submit’ to create the new Events.
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Change the time of an Event
The start and finish times for an Event are summarised on the Event details page. Once an Event has been
created, these fields will be greyed out. In some circumstances however, it may be necessary to change the
start and/or finish times of one or more days in the Event. The steps below show how.
1.

Find an Event to edit. Navigate to an existing Event in Learn (p97).

2.

Open the Event schedule and edit a day. Select ‘Schedule’ from the Event administration menu. The
schedule for the Event is displayed. This may extend to multiple days (timings are not changed in the Event
details screen, as this only summarises the start and finish details – not the individual days which may
comprise an Event) Click ‘Edit’ to change the timings for a specific day:

3.

Make a change to the timing and save changes. Change the start or finish time for the Event and click
‘Save’ to keep the changes. Users booked on the Event will receive a new notification with Event timings:
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Change the date of an Event
The start and finish dates for an Event are summarised on the Event details page. Once an Event has been
created, these fields will be greyed out. In some circumstances however, it may be necessary to change the
date(s) on which an Event takes place. The steps below show how.
1.

Find an Event to edit. Navigate to an existing Event in Learn (p97).

2.

Open the Event schedule and add a new date. Select ‘Schedule’ from the Event administration menu.
Event schedules may extend to multiple days. Click ‘New’ to add a new date and complete the ‘Date’,
‘Start’ and ‘Finish’ fields.

3.

Review and save the new schedule. Click ‘Save’ to keep the changes. Users booked on the Event will
receive a new notification with Event timings. If the addition of a new date requires that an existing date is
deleted, use the ‘Delete’ option on the relevant row.
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Book multiple Users onto an Event
An administrator can add multiple Users to either the waiting list or as a confirmed attendee for an Event. The
steps below show how.
1.

Find an Event to edit. Navigate to an existing Event in Learn (p97).

2.

View Users. Select ‘User’ from the Administration menu. The ‘attendee Type’ drop-down menu lists Users
with each of the available statuses for the Event (attending, waiting list etc). Click ‘Edit’ to view a list of
‘Current’.

3.

Choose Users to book onto the Event The default view will show ‘Currently’ assigned Users. Click ‘All’ to
see all Users in Learn. Use the search, ‘Limit to’ menu and ‘availability’ options to filter the list and find the
Users to book onto the Event:
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4.

Assign the Users to the Event. Select the Users to assign and click ‘Submit’ to save the changes. The
Selected Users will first be added to a waiting list for the Event. Select ‘Waiting list’ from the drop-down
menu to view the Users:

5.

Confirm Users individually or all together. To move Users from the waiting list to a confirmed booking,
either select ‘Confirm’ next to individual Users, or ‘Confirm all’:

Select ‘Attending’ from the ‘Attendee type’ drop down menu to view all booked Users. From this view,
Users can be moved from ‘Attending’ back to the waiting list if required:

Note: Administrators can book Users in excess of the stated maximum permitted for the Event.
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Book a single User onto multiple Events
An administrator can book a single User onto the waiting list or as a confirmed attendee, for multiple Events
simultaneously. The steps below show how.
1.

Select a User and Book Event option. Navigate to Administration Home and select User. Click a User’s
name to open their profile and select ‘Book Event’ from the User administration menu:

2.

Add the User to the wait list or as confirmed booking. All Events will be listed. The list may contain many
Events, in which case use the options at the top of the page to Filter by date, Course, Lesson Category and
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Location. Select ‘Book’ or ‘Wait’ to for multiple Events:

3.

Save changes and review. Scroll to the end of the page and click ‘Submit’. Learn will summarise the
bookings made for the User:
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Withdraw or cancel a Users’ booking
Administrators can set the attendance status for specific Users. If a User is unable to attend an Event, their
status can be set to ‘Cancelled’. The steps below show how.
1.

Find an Event to edit. Navigate to the Event (p97) on which the Users’ booking will be withdrawn or
cancelled.

2.

Open a User’s record. Select ‘Attendance’ from the Administration menu. This page shows the booking
history for all Users assigned to the Event. Select ‘Edit’ next to a User:

3.

Edit the Users record. Attendance for the selected User can now be updated. Select the appropriate status
in the ‘Status’ drop-down and populate any other required fields. Additional ‘Reasons’ for Event
cancellation can also be specified (Reasons are configured in Settings|Events).
Note: if left blank, the’ date’ field will not automatically be populated with a cancellation date.

4.

Save Changes. Click ‘Save’ to keep the changes. The Users attendance record will be updated.
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Cancel an Event
Events can be cancelled, and a message sent to all booked attendees to explain the reason why. The steps
below show how.
1.

Delete the Event. Navigate to the Event (p97) which is to be cancelled. Scroll to the end of the ‘Details’
page and select ‘Delete’:

2.

Choose recipients for the optional cancellation notification. A default cancellation email can be sent to
Users. Select from the drop-down at the top of the screen which Users will receive the email (All
Attendees, Waiting list Attendees or Confirmed Attendees)

3.

Customise the cancellation email, send. A default message will be sent, as defined in the HTML text (the
first of the two editable fields). Administrators can add additional explanatory text in the ‘additional
message’ box, below. Select either ‘Send’ or ‘Do not send’ to cancel the Event (the Event will be cancelled
in either case).
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Update Event attendance
User attendance can be updated for specific Users or for all Users simultaneously. This action may be
performed by an administrator, or another User with the ‘Event administrator’ responsibility, for example the
trainer for the Event. The steps below show how. For more information about the Event administrator
responsibility, search the Kallidus Help Centre for ‘Learn Roles and Responsibilities’ .
1.

Open the attendance options for the Event. Navigate to the Event (p97) for which User attendance is to
be updated. Select ‘Attendance’ from the Administration menu. This page shows the booking history for all
Users assigned to the Event, including cancelled and withdrawn Users:

2.

Update the User status where the least records are affected. Typically, most Users registered to attend
an Event will have done so, and a small number may not have attended. In this scenario, start by manually
editing the status which effects the fewest Users, in this example the ‘Did not Attend’ status. Select ‘Edit’
next to a Users’ record and select the required status from the drop-down menu. Additional fields can be
completed if required for reporting purposes. Once the required fields are populated, click ‘Save’ to keep
the changes:
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3.

Update the status for the remaining Users. Select ‘Attendance’ again to return to the main attendance
options. Any Users for whom no status is specified can now be updated together, using the Status dropdown menu in the top half of the screen. In this example, the remaining attendees will be assigned the
attended status. Click ‘Submit’ to complete the update:

Note: Once marked as ‘Attended’ a Users’ training record for the Lesson will be marked with a ‘date
certified’ stamp - the date they first completed the Lesson. Subsequently changing the Users’ status to
‘Cancelled’ will not reverse this.
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Print a register of Event attendees
A register of attendees for an Event can be generated and then shared with the instructor for the Event. The
register also includes a space for attendees to sign, which can then provide a useful proof of attendance if
required in the future.
1.

Find the Event to edit. Navigate to an existing Event in Learn (p97).

2.

Generate the report. Select ‘Report’ in the Administration menu. Choose the report format (HTML or
CSV). Click the ‘Event register’ report:

3.

Share with the trainer for the Event. If viewing the register in HTML format, right click and choose to save
as PDF. The register can then be printed or emailed directly to the trainer.
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Restrict an Event to a specific Group only
Events can be configured to be available for specific Groups only. This feature is often used to ensure Users see
only the Events taking place locally.
1.

Find the Event to edit. Navigate to an existing Event in Learn (p97).

2.

Configure the Group(s) to which the Event will be restricted. Select ‘Group’ from the Event Administration
menu. By default, the All Users Group will be selected:

This means that any Users who can see the Course, can see this Event. Select a Group(s) from the list to
restrict the availability of the Event to that Group(s) only.
3.

Change Group visibility, save. Deselect the ‘All Users’ Group. Use the free text search and Group category
drop down to find the Group(s) to which this Event will be visible. Make a selection and click ‘Submit’ to
keep the changes:
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Lesson defaults for Events
Each time an Event is created for a Lesson, it will inherit the default configuration as defined in Settings|Events.
In addition to these global Event defaults, it is also possible to define Event defaults for specific Lessons. This
can save a lot of time when creating new Events.
When Event defaults are configured at Lesson level, each new Event will inherit these default settings, instead
of the global defaults. A greater range of options can be specified when setting defaults for a Lesson (as
opposed to global defaults), including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.

Details
Custom fields
Booking management
Group
Notification
Evaluation form
Email templates

Find an Instructor led Lesson. Navigate to ‘Lesson’ to view a list of all Lessons in Learn. Filter the list using
the search options (Free text, type, Availability and Category). Note: the free text search references Title,
Code and description). Click a Lesson Title to open:
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2.

Open default settings for Events. Select ‘Event’ from the Lesson Administration menu, then select
defaults. Starting with options on the ‘Details’ page:

3.

Specify defaults, save. First, specify the default options for the ‘Details’ page and click ‘Submit’ when
finished. Continue to make selections in any of the other options available in the administration menu,
remembering to save as you go. While editing Event defaults, ‘Event defaults’ is displayed in the right of
the screen:

4.

Finish. When all required defaults have been set, select ‘Event’ in the breadcrumb navigation. When next
an Event is created from this screen, it will inherit the defaults specified in the above steps:
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Lesson notify list
Learners can add their name to the Lesson notify list, in order that they be notified when a new Event is
created for the Lesson they wish to attend. This may be because:
•

No Event dates are available (User Journey 1, below)

•

No suitable Event dates are available (User Journey 2, below)

Each time a Learn administrator creates an Event for a Lesson, Users on the notify list can be informed a new
date is available. Alternatively, an administrator can send a single notification, detailing multiple new dates for
a Lesson. Here’s how the process works.
1.

Users add their name to the notify list. Users do this by selecting ‘Send me new dates’ wherever it
appears -either where there are no dates, or no suitable dates:
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2.

Administrators notify Users. Administrators have two choices for notifying Users. Either, by selecting
‘Notify each User on the notification list for this Lesson each time an Event is created (best when just one
new Event is created):

Or, by navigating to the Lesson notify List, selecting Users and then ‘Notify’. This will send one notification
listing all Events available for the Lesson (best when creating multiple new Events):
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What next?
This section has described how an Administrator manages Event bookings. You may be interested to find out
more about:
1.

Catalogues (p38)

2.

Courses (p46)

3.

Lessons (p63)

4.

Events (p92)

5.

Groups (p26)

6.

Assign Courses to a Group (p35)

7.

Assign Lessons to a Course (p51)
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Housekeeping and best practice
Regular housekeeping will help keep Learn organised and efficient and maximize the performance of the
system. Organisations are constantly changing, and people play a key role in supporting growth and business
transformation. Learning and Development have an important role to play in identifying training needs,
keeping up with changes to legislation and developing employees to improve and gain new skills to increase
talent mobility.
This is where a well organised and up-to date LMS can come in useful for both Users and Administrators.
Between learners coming and going, new courses being added, or new functionality being explored they can
start to become untidy and inefficient.
The Kallidus Support team have provided the below advice to help keep Learn clean and tidy:

Share knowledge
We would strongly recommend that you always have two or more Administrators with a good working
knowledge of Learn; how to use it, business processes surrounding Learn, and an understanding of why
decisions were made when Learn was implemented.
Sometimes this information can be hard to share if there is only one Administrator using the system daily.
Ensure Administrators document what they do, how they do it, and any changes they make to processes or
configuration.

Archive (unenable) expired Courses, Accreditations, Lessons, Users
There’s nothing like a spring clean and this is true for Learn. New courses are created over time to replace
existing ones. These older versions can be un-enabled to de-clutter learning plans, Catalogues and
Administration screens (un-enabled items can still be reported if required). Accreditations and lessons can also
be un-enabled – speak to the Support team if you’d like help with doing this.
Ensure that only current employees have an active account in Learn – an automated People data import will
help maintain this.
Be aware also that Learn stores actions carried out by Administrators in the audit log. The log is set to
automatically purge records over 6 months.

Document your processes
It’s very important that all processes are documented. If all administrators follow consistent processes when
setting up Courses, Lessons, Events etc, then content will be consistent for Users and Administrators. It is also
important that standards are documented – for example:
•

Coding conventions

•

Course descriptions content and layout

•

Cancellation costs

•

Course title format
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Create guidance for new Courses, Lessons and Events
When multiple Administrators are working in Learn, they will develop their own ways of doing things. Setting a
standard will ensure that all the information needed for reporting is correctly added to Learn.
Clear and consistent guidance for creating new content in Learn means that everything will be consistent – to
both Users and to Administrators and Users. The template should include all the information required when a
Course is created.
Make use of custom fields to store additional information, such as who created the course and when it should
be reviewed.

Need a clear out?
•

Start with reports – run reports to show all Users, Groups, Courses, Lessons and Events to get a summary
of the content in Learn. This will make it easier to decide what is needed and what can be archived.

•

Once the areas that need a clear-out have been reviewed, they can be un-enable or categorise as archived.

8 best practice essentials
1.

Always have more than one person who is competent in using the system. This reduces the risk of
knowledge leaving the business.

2.

Document business process and LMS configuration changes

3.

Manage the data through a nightly automated data import – this will ensure users are un-enabled
regularly and user information updated

4.

If there isn’t a data feed, ensure that data is manually updated as regularly as possible – at least once a
week. Set up reports that would show missing information.

5.

Create ‘Test’ categories where possible, this will allow Administrators to try out new ideas and
functionality but be able to delete or archive once testing is complete easily.

6.

Use Categories to group objects in Learn. Categories can be used for accreditations, catalogues, courses,
documents, groups, job profiles and lessons.

7.

Use custom fields to store additional information like who created the object and when it should be
reviewed.

8.

Have a generic Administrator email address
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Help and Support
A range of step-by-step guides, support and resources is available in the Kallidus Help Centre. There are two
main areas, the Knowledge base and Community, described below. If you don’t have an account, please
contact our Support team on 01285 610076, or email at support.kallidus.com.

The Knowledge base
View step-by-step guides, video tutorials on the Kallidus user Knowledge base:

Kallidus Community
Join the Kallidus community to meet other Learn customers and get interesting articles about Learn and L&D in
general. You can also sign up to attend a local User group meeting, where you can meet other community
members and put your questions and comments directly to the Kallidus product team.
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Key configuration requirements
The ‘Getting Started with: Kallidus Learn’ training course and guide is designed to help new customers
understand the key configuration requirements for successfully implementing and managing Learn.
It will also help new administrators understand the broader context of the day-to-day processes and tasks
performed as part of a typical administrative role.
The key considerations outlined in this section are:
•

Reporting strategy

•

Grouping Users

•

The User journey

•

LMS roles and permissions

•

Project timescale

•

Email notifications

•

Accreditations

•

Naming conventions

•

User defined fields

•

Importing training history

Reporting strategy
Right from the outset, think about the reports you want to run. What do they look like? Who needs to receive
information from Learn? How often do they need it? The answers to these questions will help you understand
how Learn should be configured for your organisation.
Are there reports you run now that you wish to replicate? Does your people data contain the information
needed for Learn to produce the reports you need?

Grouping Users
The key function of Groups is to deploy training. Mandatory training is assigned directly to a Group, and
optional training is assigned to a Catalogue, which is in turn assigned to a Group.
To help you determine what Groups you need, start with an organisational hierarchy and consider the roles
people perform in your organisation. Then broaden your thinking to consider how people work, where people
work, and any additional responsibilities, such as Fire warden or first aid responder.

The User journey
How will Users access learning? Consider which training will be mandatory, and which will be optional. What
Catalogues will you have? Remember that good use of Catalogues really helps to engage users with Learn.
Which Courses will require Manager authorisation?
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LMS roles and permissions
Who will interact with Learn and what do you need them to do? Will the standard roles be sufficient, or will
you need to create custom roles?

Project timescale
Do you have enough time and resources available to manage the implementation? Take stock of the tasks you
need to undertake, such as data cleaning and defining a reporting strategy.

Email notifications
Which emails will you keep? What schedule will you use to send notifications?

Accreditations
Will you need Accreditations? How will learning be delivered, online in the classroom, or will it be observed?

Naming Conventions
Start thinking about how you will code Usernames, Courses, Lessons, Events and all other items in Learn for
which unique codes are required. We would recommend creating a governance document to record your
decisions in order that all administrators, especially new starters, know exactly how Learn should be used.

User defined fields
What 20 user information fields will you add to your People Data Import? Consider how you want to assign
training, and how you want to report. Will custom fields at Courses, Events, Lessons be useful?

Importing training history
Do you plan to import training history? If so, any Courses and Lessons to which the history relate, must first be
configured in Learn.
Take a look at the LMS implementation map on (p124) for guidance on approaching your Learn
implementation.
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Super User guides
Super User guides described below will help you build on the learning from this training course become a Learn
super user! If you’re viewing this document as a PDF, the links will take you straight to the Help Centre. If
you’ve printed this guide, search the Help Centre for the title.

Manually import and manage User accounts
Users are typically created, updated and unenabled by the People Data Feed, however Users can also be
manually added to Learn using the Kallidus User Import function (KUI). This may be necessary to allow access to
Learn for temporary workers, contractors, and seasonal staff - Users who are not added to Learn via the People
Data Feed, but who require access to Learn.
KUI can also perform additional functions during the import process, for example creating new Groups and
assigning Users directly to Groups.
For more information about Manually importing and managing Users, search the Help Centre for the ‘Manually
Import and Manage User Accounts’ step-by-step guide. This guide describes:
•

Where User information is stored and viewed

•

How to bulk import Users

•

How to generate random or specific passwords for new Users

LMS Roles and Responsibilities
Every User must be assigned an LMS role which determines their level of access to the LMS. There are 7
standard LMS roles which can be copied and modified, and new roles can be created from scratch.
Users can also be given additional responsibilities to manage Users, Groups, Courses, and Events in Learn.
For more information about LMS Roles and Responsibilities, search the Help Centre for the LMS Roles and
Responsibilities step-by-step guide. The guide includes:
•

A detailed description of all available LMS Roles

•

A detailed description of all additional Responsibilities

•

Steps to create a custom LMS role

•

List of Permissions for reference when creating a new LMS role

Configuring and reporting CPD
Employees’ CPD is tracked and reported in Learn using CPD programmes. CPD programmes contain CPD
periods, which specify the target CPD hours/points and the timescale for achieving the target. In order that
Users accrue CPD points/hours for completing a Lesson, that Lesson must be assigned to the CPD Period and a
CPD value in hours / points, must be configured.
Notifications can be set up to inform Users (and their Managers) as they near the end of a CPD Period and have
yet to achieve their required points/hours total.
Search ‘Configuring and Reporting CPD’ to find out more.
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Configuring email notifications
Learn generates email to provide notification to Users, Managers and Administrators. Email notifications are
either sent instantly or processed overnight by the batch processor. Any emails sent to a User’s email address
also appear in their notification panel.
For more information search the Help Centre for the ‘Configuring email notifications’ guide. The guide shows
how to:
•

Customise an email notification

•

Customise the default notification schedule

•

Switch of individual notifications

•

Specify the ‘email from’ address

•

Create a custom version of a default email notification for a specific Couse, Lesson or Event

This guide also includes a list of all available email templates for reference when making changes and updates.

Training records
This document describes how to import and manage training records in Learn.
Administrators can create, edit, and delete training records via bulk import process, or by manually amending
individual records. When a User’s training record is updated for a Lesson, the status of any Courses to which
that Lesson is assigned will be updated accordingly.
A few principles around import:
•

Set up all the Courses, Lessons and Accreditations before you import history

•

Administrators can import only one record per User, per Lesson*

•

The User, Course and Lesson for which history is imported must exist in Learn

* If an Administrator imports history for a Lesson where multiple instances already exist for a User, then Learn
will erase all history, leaving only the newly imported record.
The Kallidus team of database administrators can import multiple instances of history for a User, for a Lesson.
Please contact the Support team or your account manager for more information.
Search the Help Centre for ‘Training Records’ to view the full guide.

Reflections
Users can be invited to reflect on previous learning by completing a reflection form, through which they are
encouraged to consider how they are performing, what they have learned from an experience, and how they
might approach a situation differently in the future.
Administrators can select specific groups to reflect on their learning - specifying either a standard or SRA
reflection form. Users can link their reflections to a specific Course assigned to them in Learn.
Search ‘Reflections’ in the Help Centre to find out more.
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Reports and Analysis
Learn is linked to Business Objects, the powerful, industry-standard reporting tool. To introduce you to
reporting and Analysis in Learn, we have produced 9 videos totalling nearly 90 minutes to help you craft the
reports you need.
Videos in the online course:
•

Introduction to Reporting – Course overview

•

Business Objects Overview

•

Find and View default reports

•

Refine and Simplify Reports

•

Exporting Reports

•

Reporting User Defined Fields

•

Managing reports in your team

•

Schedule one-off and Recurring Reports

•

Create a Report to Summarise eLearning Compliance

View the ‘Introduction to Reporting’ online Course
View the ‘Introduction to reporting’ printable guide

Evaluations
Administrators can create Evaluation forms and assign to Courses, Events and Lessons. A default form is
provided, or a custom form can be created.
Follow up evaluations can can be added to help you measure the impact of learning over time. For each
evaluation form you create, up to 5 “follow up” evaluations can be configured, on a timescale of your choice.
The guide shows how to:
•

Switch evaluations on and off for specific Courses, Lessons, and Events

•

Create a new evaluation form

•

Follow up evaluations: measuring learning impact over time

•

Guidance for authoring evaluation forms

•

View evaluation form results

For more information search the Help Centre for the ‘Evaluation Forms’ guide.
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